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Abstract. The current debate around the future of the Internet has brought to 
front the concept of “Content-Centric” architecture, lying between the Web of 
Documents and the generalized Web of Data, in which explicit data are embed-
ded in structured documents enabling the consistent support for the direct ma-
nipulation of information fragments. In this paper we present the InterDataNet 
(IDN) infrastructure technology designed to allow the RESTful management of 
interlinked information resources structured around documents. IDN deals with 
globally identified, addressable and reusable information fragments; it adopts 
an URI-based addressing scheme; it provides a simple, uniform Web-based in-
terface to distributed heterogeneous information management; it endows infor-
mation fragments with collaboration-oriented properties, namely: privacy, li-
censing, security, provenance, consistency, versioning and availability; it glues 
together reusable information fragments into meaningful structured and inte-
grated documents without the need of a pre-defined schema.  
Keywords: Web of Data; future Web; Linked Data; RESTful; read-write Web; 
collaboration. 
1 Introduction 
There are many evolutionary approaches of the Internet architecture which are at the 
heart of the discussions both in the scientific and industrial contexts: Web of 
Data/Linked Data, Semantic Web, REST architecture, Internet of Services, SOA and 
Web Services and Internet of Things approaches. Each of these approaches focus on 
specific aspects and objectives which underlie the high level requirements of being a 
driver towards “a better Internet” or “a better Web”. 
Three powerful concepts present themselves as main drivers of the Future Internet 
[1][2]. They are: a user-centric perspective, a service-centric perspective and a content-
centric perspective. The user-centric perspective emphasizes the end-user experience as 
the driving force for all technological innovation; the service-centric perspective is 
currently influenced in enterprise IT environment and in the Web2.0 mashup culture, 
showing the importance of flexibly reusing service components to build efficient appli-
cations. The Content-Centric perspective leverages on the importance of creating, pub-
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lishing and interlinking content on the Web and providing content-specific infrastruc-
tural services for (rich media) content production, publication, interlinking and con-
sumption. Even if it is very difficult to provide a strict separation of approaches because 
either they are often positioned or have evolved touching blurred areas between Con-
tent, Services and User perspectives, a rough schema in Table 1 can provide highlights 
the main, original, driving forces of such approaches. 
Table 1. Rough classification of main driving forces in current Future Network evolutionary 
approaches  
 Content-centric Service-centric Users-centric 
Approaches Web of Data/ 
Linked Data  
 
REST  




Web 2.0,  
Web 3.0,  
Semantic Web 
Internet of Things 
The three views can be interpreted as emphasizing different aspect rather than ex-
pressing opposing statements. Hence, merging and homogenizing towards an encom-
passing perspective may help towards the right decision choice for the Future Internet. 
Such an encompassing perspective has been discussed in terms of high-level general 
architecture in [1] and has been named “Content-Centric Internet”. At the heart of this 
architecture is the notion of Content, defined as “any type and volume of raw infor-
mation that can be combined, mixed or aggregated to generate new content and me-
dia” which is embedded in the Content Object, “the smallest addressable unit man-
aged by the architecture, regardless of its physical location”. In such an high-level 
platform, Content and Information are separate concepts [3] and Services are built as 
a result of a set of functions applied to the content, to pieces of information or ser-
vices. As a consequence of merging the three views (user, content, service-oriented) 
the Future Internet Architecture herewith described essentially proposes a Virtual 
Resources abstraction required for the Content-Centric approach. Another view of 
“Content-centric Internet architecture” is elaborated in [2] by Danny Ayers, based on 
the assumption that “what is missing is the ability to join information pieces together 
and work more on the level of knowledge representation”. Ayers’ proposal is there-
fore a “Transitional Web” lying between the Web of Documents and the generalized 
Web of Data in which explicit data are embedded in documents enabling the consis-
tent support for the direct manipulation of information as data without the limitation 
of current data manipulation approaches. To this end, Ayers identifies the need to find 
and develop technologies allowing the management of “micro-content” i.e. sub-
document-sized chunks (information/document fragments), in which content being 
managed and delivered is associated with descriptive metadata.  
Abstracting from the different use of terms related to the concepts “data”, “con-
tent” and “information” which can be found in literature with different meanings [4], 
the grounding consistency that can be highlighted is related to the need of providing 
an evolutionary direction to the network architecture hinging on the concept of a 
small, Web-wide addressable data/content/information unit which should be organ-
ized according a specific model and handled by the network architecture so as to 
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provide basic Services at an “infrastructural level” which in turn will ground the de-
velopment of Applications fulfilling the user-centric needs and perspectives. Among 
the different paths to the Web of Data the one most explored is adding explicit data to 
content. Directly treating content as data has instead had little analysis.   
In this paper we discuss evolution of InterDataNet (IDN) an high-level Resource 
Oriented Architecture proposed to enable the Future Internet approaches (see [5] [6] 
and references therein). 
InterDataNet is composed of two main elements: the IDN-Information Model and 
the IDN-Service Architecture. Their joint use is meant to allow: 
1. the management of addressable and reusable information fragment  
2. their organization into structured documents around which different actors collabo-
rate  
3. the infrastructural support to collaboration on documents and their composing 
information fragments  
4. the Web-wide scalability of the approach.  
The purpose of this paper is to show that InterDataNet can provide a high-level model 
of the Content-Centric Virtualized Network grounding the Future Internet Architec-
ture. For such a purpose  InterDataNet can provide a Content-Centric abstraction level 
(the IDN-Information Model) and a handling mechanism (the IDN Service Architec-
ture), to support enhanced content/information-centric services for Applications, as 
highlighted in Figure 1.   
 
Fig. 1. InterDataNet architecture situated with respect to the Future Internet architecture envis-
aged in [7]. 
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Referring to Table 1, current Content-centric network approaches and architectures, 
though aiming at dealing with distributed granular content over the Web, suffer from 
a main limitation: the more we get away from the data and move into the direction of 
information, the fewer available solutions are there capable of covering the following 
requirements: 
─ the management of addressable and reusable information fragment  
─ their organization into structured documents around which different actors collabo-
rate 
─ the infrastructural (i.e. non application-dependent) support to collaboration on 
above documents and their composing information fragments  
─ the uniform REST interaction with the resources  
─ the Web-wide scalability of the approach.  
This consolidates the need to look for and provide solutions fitting the visionary path 
towards a content-information/abstraction levels as illustrated in Figure 1, to which 
we provide our contribution, with the technological solution described in the follow-
ing section.   
2 The InterDataNet Content-Centric Approach 
InterDataNet main characteristics are the following:  
1. IDN deals with globally identified, addressable and reusable information fragments 
(as in Web of Data) 
2. IDN adopts an URI-based addressing scheme (as in Linked Data) 
3. IDN provides simple a uniform Web-based interface to distributed heterogeneous 
data management (REST approach) 
4. IDN provides - at an infrastructural level - collaboration-oriented basic services, 
namely: privacy, licensing, security, provenance, consistency, versioning and 
availability  
5. IDN glues together reusable information fragments into meaningful structured and 
integrated documents without the need of a pre-defined schema.  
This will alleviate application-levels of sharing arbitrary pieces of information in ad-hoc 
manner while providing compliancy with current network architectures and approaches 
such as Linked Data, RESTful Web Services, Internet of Service, Internet of Things.  
2.1 The InterDataNet Information Model and Service Architecture 
IDN framework is described through the ensemble of concepts, models and technolo-
gies pertaining to the following two views (Fig. 2): 
IDN-IM (InterDataNet Information Model). It is the shared information model 
representing a generic document model which is independent from specific contexts 
and technologies. It defines the requirements, desirable properties, principles and 
structure of the document to be managed by IDN.  
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IDN-SA (InterDataNet Service Architecture). It is the architectural layered model 
handling IDN-IM documents (it manages the IDN-IM concrete instances allowing the 
users to “act” on pieces of information and documents). The IDN-SA implements the 
reference functionalities defining subsystems, protocols and interfaces for IDN docu-
ment collaborative management. The IDN-SA exposes an IDN-API (Application Pro-
gramming Interface) on top of which IDN-compliant Applications can be developed. 
 
Fig. 2. InterDataNet framework 
The InterDataNet Information Model. The Information Model is the graph-based 
data model (see Figure 3) to describe interlinked data representing a generic docu-
ment model in IDN and is the starting point from which has been derived the design 
of IDN architecture.  
Generic information modeled in IDN-IM is formalized as an aggregation of data 
units. Each data unit is assigned at least with a global identifier and contains generic 
data and metadata; at a formal level, such data unit is a node in a Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG). The abstract data structure is named IDN-Node. An IDN-Node is the 
“content-item” handled by the “content-centric” IDN-Service Architecture. The de-
gree of atomicity of the IDN Nodes is related to the most elementary information 
fragment whose management is needed in a given application. The information frag-
ment to be handled in IDN-IM compliant documents, has to be inserted into a con-
tainer represented by the IDN-Node structure, i.e. a rich hierarchically structured 
content. The IDN Node is addressable by an HTTP URI and its contents (name, type, 
value and metadata) are under the responsibility of a given entity. The node aggre-
gated into an IDN-IM document is used (read, wrote, updated, replicated, etc.) under 
the condition applied/specified on it by its responsible.  An IDN-document structures 
data units is composed of nodes related to each other through directed “links”. Three 
main link types are defined in the Information Model: 
─ aggregation links, to express relations among nodes inside an IDN-document; 
─ reference links, to express relations between distinct IDN-documents; 
─ back links, to enable the mechanism of notification of IDN-nodes updates to parent-
nodes (back propagation).  
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The different types of links envisaged in IDN-IM are conceived to enable collabora-
tion extending the traditional concept of hyperlink. Indeed the concept of link ex-
pressed by the “href” attribute in HTML tags inherently incorporate different “mean-
ings” of the link: either inclusion in a given document, such as it is the case of the tag 
<img> image, or reference to external document, such as it is the case of the <a> 
anchor tag. Explicitly separating these differences allow to make the meaning explicit 
and consequently enable the different actions, e.g. assign specific authorizations on 
the resources involved in the link. Actually, if two resources are connected through an 
aggregation link then the owner of each resources has the capability to write and read 
both of them. Instead the reference link implies only the capability to read the re-
source connected. In Figure 3 aggregation, reference and back links are illustrated.  
 
Fig. 3. InterDataNet Information-Model 
InterDataNet Service Architecture. IDN Service Architecture (IDN-SA) is made up 
of four layers: Storage Interface, Replica Management, Information History and Vir-
tual Resource. Each layer interacts only with its upper and lower level and relies on 
the services offered by IDN naming system. IDN-Nodes are the information that the 
layers exchange in their communications. In each layer a different type of IDN-Node 
is used: SI-Node, RM-Node, IH-Node and VR-Node. Each layer receives as input a 
specific type of IDN-Node and applies a transformation on the relevant metadata to 
obtain its own IDN-Node type. The transformation (adding, modifying, updating and 
deleting metadata) resembles the encapsulation process used in the TCP/IP protocol 
stack. The different types of IDN-Nodes have different classes of HTTP-URI as iden-
tifiers.  
Storage Interface (SI) provides the services related to the physical storage of informa-
tion and an interface towards legacy systems. It offers a REST interface enabling 
CRUD operations over SI-Nodes. SI-Nodes identifiers are URLs. 
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Replica Management (RM) provides a delocalized view of the resources to the upper 
layer. It offers a REST interface enabling CRUD operations over RM-Nodes. RM-
Nodes identifiers are HTTP-URI named PRI (Persistent Resource Identifier). RM 
presents a single RM-Node to the IH layer hiding the existence of multiple replicas in 
the SI layer. 
Information History (IH) manages temporal changes of information. It offers a REST 
interface enabling CRUD operations over IH-Nodes. IH Nodes identifiers are HTTP-
URI named VRI (Versioned Resource Identifier). The IH layer presents the specific 
temporal version of the Node to the VR layer.  
Virtual Resource (VR) manages the document structure. It offers to IDN compliant 
applications a REST interface enabling CRUD operations on VR-Nodes. VR-Nodes 
identifiers are HTTP-URIs named LRIs (Logical Resource Identifiers).  
On top of the four layers of the Service Architecture, the IDN-compliant Application 
layer uses the documents’ abstraction defined in the Container-Content principle. 
Interfacing to the VR layer, the application is entitled to specify the temporal instance 
of the document handled.  
The communications between IDN-SA layers follows the REST [8] paradigm 
through the exchange of common HTTP messages containing a generic IDN-Node in 
the message body and IDN-Node identifier in the message header.  
IDN architecture envisages a three layers naming system (figure 5): in the upper 
layer are used Logical Resource Identifier (LRI) to allow IDN-application to identify 
IDN-nodes.  LRI are specified in a human-friendly way and minted by the IDN-
Applications. Each IDN-Node can be referred to thanks to a global unique canonical  
 
Fig. 4. InterDataNet Service Architecture 
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name and one or more “aliases. In the second layer are used Persistent Resource Iden-
tifiers (PRI) in order to obtain a way to unambiguously, univocally and persistently 
identify the resources within IDN-middleware independent of their physical locations; 
in the lower layer are used Uniform Resource Locators (URL) to identify resource 
replicas as well as to access them. Each resource can be replicated many times and 
therefore many URLs will correspond to one PRI. The distributed pattern adopted in 
the IDN naming system resembles the traditional DNS system in which the load cor-
responding on a single hostname is distributed on several IP addresses. Analogously 
we distributed a PRI (HTTP-URI) on a set of URLs (HTTP-URIs), using a DNS-like 
distributed approach.    
The implementations of IDN-SA are a set of different software modules, one mod-
ule for each layer. Each module, implemented using an HTTP server, will offers a 
REST interface. The interaction between IDN-compliant applications and IDN-SA 
follows the HTTP protocol as defined in REST architectural style too. CRUD opera-
tions on application-side will therefore be enabled to the manipulation of data on a 
global scale within the Web. 
REST interface has been adopted in IDN-SA implementation as the actions al-
lowed on IDN-IM can be translated in CRUD style operations over IDN-Nodes with 
the assumption that an IDN-document can be thought as an IDN-Node resources 
collection. The resources involved in REST interaction are representations of IDN-
Nodes. As introduced earlier in this Section, there are several types of Nodes all of 
which are coded in an “IDN/XML format” (data format defined with XML language). 
Every resource in such format must be well formed with respect to XML syntax, and 
valid with respect to a specific schema (coded in XML Schema) defined according to 
this purpose. The schema for “IDN/XML format” uses both an ad-hoc built vocabu-
lary to describe terms which are peculiar to the adopted representation, as well as 
standard vocabularies from which it borrows set of terms. Each IDN-Node resource is 
identified by an HTTP-URI. Through its HTTP-URI it is possible to interact with the 
resource in CRUD style, using the four primitives POST, GET, PUT, DELETE. 
It is worth highlighting that the IDN-Service Architecture is designed to allow in-
herent scalability also in the deployment of its functions. According to the envisaged 
steps the architecture can offer and deploy specific functionalities of the architecture  
 
Fig. 5. InterDataNet Service Architecture scalability features 
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without the need to achieve the complete development of the architecture before its 
adoption. In this way, specific IDN-Applications developed on top of IDN-SA level 
0/1/2 would thus leverage on a subset of IDN characteristics, and functions while 
keeping the possibility to upgrade to the full IDN on a need or case basis and once 
further releases will be available, as it is illustrated in Figure 5.  
3 Conclusion  
The kind of Content-centric interoperability we aim to provide in IDN is related to the 
exchange and controlled use (discovery, retrieve, access, edit, publish, etc.) of the 
distributed information fragments (contents) handled through IDN-IM documents. 
The presented approach is not an alternative to current Web of Data and Linked Data 
approaches rather it aims at viewing the same data handled by the current Web of 
Data from a different perspective, where a simplified information model, representing 
only information resources, is adopted and where the attention is focused on collabo-
ration around documents and documents fragments either adopting the same global 
naming convention or suggesting new methods of handling data, relying on standard 
Web techniques.  
InterDataNet could be considered to enable a step ahead from the Web of Docu-
ment and possibly grounding the Web of Data, where an automated mapping of IDN-
IM serialization into RDF world is made possible using the Named Graph approach 
[9]. Details on this issue are beyond the scope of the present paper. 
The authors are aware that the IDN vision must be confronted with the evaluation 
of the proposed approach. Providing demonstrable contribution to such a high level 
goal is not an easy task, as it is demonstrated by the state of the art work defending 
this concept idea which, as far as we know, either do not provide concrete details 
about the possible implementation solutions to address it [1][3] or circumvent the 
problem adopting a mixed approach, while pinpointing the main constraint of the 
single solutions. However, several elements can be put forward to sustain our pro-
posal, with respect to three main elements: a) the adoption of layered architecture 
approach to break down the complexity of the system problem [10]; b) using HTTP 
URIs to address information fragments to manage resources “in” as well as “on” the 
Web [11]; c) the adoption of a RESTful Web Services, also known as ROA – Re-
source Oriented Architecture to leverage on REST simplicity (use of well-known 
standards i.e. HTTP, XML, URI, MIME), pervasive infrastructure and scalability.  
The current state of InterDataNet implementation and deployment, is evolving along 
two directions: a) the infrastructure; the Proof of Concept of the implementation of 
the full IDN-Service Architecture is ongoing. Current available releases of the Archi-
tecture implement all the layers except for the Replica Management layer, while the 
implementation of the three-layers naming system is being finalized; b) applica-
tion/working examples: an IDN-compliant applications has been developed on top of 
a simplified instance of the IDN-SA, implementing only the IDN-VR and IDN-SI 
layers. This application is related to the online delivery of Official Certificates of 
Residence. The implemented Web application allows Public Officers to assess current 
citizens’ official residence address requesting certificates to the entitled body, i.e. the 
Municipality.  
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InterDataNet technological solution decreases the complexity of the problems at 
the Application level because it offers infrastructural enablers to Web-based interop-
eration without requiring major preliminary agreements between interoperating par-
ties thus providing a contribution in the direction of taking full advantage of the Web 
of Data potential.   
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